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Military considerations in the early 1770s declared the need for a systematic
mapping of the eastern regions of Norway along the border to Sweden. After a failed
attempt of direct map sketching in the ﬁeld, the geographical circle was introduced in
1779 to establish a triangular network as a backbone for further positioning of natural
and man-made features. The resulting maps were used in preparation of fortresses
and planning of defensive ﬁeld operations. The scale of the triangular network was
established by an astronomical baseline supported by linear baselines measured on
frozen lakes during winter time. Many stations had latitude determinations from
circum-meridian observations of the sun and stars to control the precision of the
geodetic triangulation. When discrepancies became too large, a new baseline and
a new reference point was selected. The original reference point was the ﬂagpole
of the fortress at Kongsvinger, which served as the zero-meridian for mapping in
Norway until 1850. Other reference sites, for which accurate latitude and longitude
were determined from several years of astronomical observations, were established in
Trondheim, Bergen, and Kristiansand as the original triangular arc was expanded
around the entire coast of southern Norway to close at Kongsvinger after 3 decades
of observations. This allowed astronomical control of the geodetic results.
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Introduction
Denmark and Norway were ruled as a joint kingdom from 1380 till 1814. The
royal capital was Copenhagen. Norway was administrated by a viceroy residing in
Oslo and by corps of military, clerical, and civil servants, all trained and appointed
in Denmark. Norway’s role became that of a colony, with no national army or state
functions, but with obligations to pay taxes to the king in Copenhagen. This situ-
ation paralyzed any development of the population and isolated Norway from the
rest of Europe. Scientiﬁc observations were made exclusively by visiting scholars.
The earliest documentation concerns pre-telescopic astronomical latitude determi-
nations, probably with a Jacob staﬀ (cross staﬀ), by Peder Jacobsen Flemløs who
had served 12 years with Tycho Brahe at Hven before being appointed physician to
the viceroy in 1589. His results in Oslo and Bergen deviate less than 3′ from mod-
ern latitude values (Pettersen 2002, 2005). Waves of visiting scholars (Horrebow,
Bugge, Holm, Hell) used telescopic quadrants to determine latitudes elsewhere in
Norway in 1761 and 1769 as part of Venus transit expeditions. They were all funded
by the king in Copenhagen.
Sweden was frequently involved in war activities throughout the 18th century.
This argued for military reinforcements in Norway along the border. In 1772 plans
revealed that king Gustav III of Sweden considered occupying parts of Norway.
General Wilhelm Huth, commander of the Danish Artillery and the Corps of
Engineers, thus initiated a program of developing fortiﬁcations along the Norwegian-
Swedish border. As part of this he ordered maps made for the usual theatre of war
between Norway and Sweden. This activity has been referred to as the Boarder
Survey of Norway and was funded by the army budget. Army oﬃcers, many still
attending the Military College in Oslo, used a compass (for orientation), a chain
(for distance), and a plane table with dioptric ruler (for direction) to sketch maps
in the ﬁeld. Accompanying descriptions contained details of interest for military
planning and operation. The mapping process began at Fredriksten fortress near
the south end of the border and progressed northward, covering the area between
the border and the Oslo Fjord. Undetermined magnetic deviation and the lack of
trigonometric observations made it increasingly diﬃcult to combine the individual
maps in a precise way. After 4 years of operation, in 1777, Michael Sundt Døderlein,
teacher of mathematics at the Military College in Oslo, proposed to the commander
that a reference net of trigonometric points should be employed. He oﬀered to train
the oﬃcers in appropriate methods and techniques. The commander declined the
proposal by arguing that the costs would be excessive (Seue 1878).
Astronomy and geodesy to the rescue
Less than two years after Døderlein’s proposal, however, general Huth issued an
order (dated 15 January 1779) that marks the beginning of the ﬁrst geodetic refer-
ence frame in Norway: “The surveying shall henceforth be based on astronomically
positioned points from which the skeleton for the General Map shall be produced.
Lieutenants Rick and Wibe have been trained by Professor Bugge in Copenhagen
and are assigned to this task” (Seue 1878).
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Fig. 1. A section of a map from 1775: the fortress at Fredrikshald and its surroundings
General Huth, who resided in Copenhagen, had turned to Thomas Bugge to
request a surveying plan for Norway. Bugge had just been appointed professor of
astronomy at the University of Copenhagen and director of the observatory at the
Round Tower. He was the appropriate expert to consult, since he had been in
charge of the surveying and mapping of Denmark since 1762, under the auspices
of the Royal Academy of Sciences. Bugge spent the autumn of 1777 in England
studying and acquiring new instruments for an improved and modernized obser-
vatory atop the Round Tower. Upon his return to Copenhagen he prepared the
surveying plan for Norway. A handwritten draft of the plan is kept among Bugge’s
(1778) correspondence at the Royal Library in Copenhagen. He suggested the ob-
serving methods, the instruments to be acquired, the budget for the operation,
and speciﬁed the required skills of the observers. Bugge oﬀered to deal with these
details and to do the quality control of all observations and computations. Huth
thus appointed Bugge to “direct the astronomical survey” in Norway. Instruments
were ordered at instrument makers in Copenhagen and London. Two Norwegian
army lieutenants were selected for further education. Bugge (1779a) completed a
manuscript in 1778 which described in detail the instruments and methods of geo-
graphical and trigonometric surveying, map making and their veriﬁcation by astro-
nomical observations. It served as a base for several lectures by Bugge in the Royal
Academy of Sciences during the ﬁrst half of 1779 (Lomholt 1961, p. 35), attended
by all surveyors in Denmark-Norway. In addition, Norwegian army lieutenants
Johan Jacob Rick and Ditlev Wibe extensively exercised in practical observations
at the Round Tower observatory in 1778 and 1779 (Bugge 1781). They were ap-
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pointed trigonometric surveyors by Huth in his January 1779 order. Bugge (1779b)
made the following statement on 4 May 1779:
“Messr. Lieutenants Rick and Wibe have, with considerable diligence and atten-
tion, not only heard my astronomical and geographical lectures, but also frequently
exercised themselves in making observations at the Royal Observatory; there is no
doubt about the diligence and ability of these Gentlemen so to arrange an exami-
nation would be totally superﬂuous.
Nonetheless, upon the demand of both Gentlemen I have held such examination
in the astronomical and geographical sciences, and thus have conﬁrmed my advan-
tageous impressions of their competence and abilities. They have completely and
properly explained the construction, veriﬁcation, and use of the instruments as well
as all methods related to mapping. And I should add that not only do they know
how a General Map is produced from triangles, latitudes, and longitudes, but even
have acquired such practice that they may carry out this business accurately.
This certiﬁcate is presented to Messr. Lieutenants Rick and Wibe because they
have requested it, not because they needed it.”
In 1779 instrument maker Johan Ahl of Copenhagen ﬁnished two geographical
circles which were brought to Norway by Rick and Wibe in June. The circles had
diameters of 46 cm and were graduated to 1 arc minute. These instruments would
serve triangulation purposes as well as determination of time and astronomical lati-
tude. For longitude determination the observing team also brought small pendulum
clocks from Jahnson in Copenhagen and 7 feet long refractors by Dollond to observe
eclipses of Jupiter’s moons.
The fundamental geodetic point and the primary baseline
Upon arrival in Norway the ﬁrst observations were made at the fortress in
Kongsvinger (Rick and Wibe 1779a). The two pendulum clocks were set from
culmination times of the sun. This was derived from observations of corresponding
elevations of the sun on each side of the meridian, made with the geographical cir-
cles. In addition to the sun only bright stars could be observed due to the bright
summer nights. Combining three latitude determinations by the sun and four by
stars, they obtained ϕ = 60◦12′21′′±39′′ and ϕ = 60◦12′02′′±28′′ with the two ge-
ographical circles. On June 14 they timed eclipses of two sunspots during a partial
solar eclipse and the end of the eclipse, for the purpose of determining the longitude
of the ﬂagpole at Kongsvinger fortress. This became the designated fundamental
point of all geodetic operations in Norway for the next seven decades.
The primary baseline was chosen as the distance between two mountains in
the region of Kongsvinger fortress. Separate stations were set up on Esperfjellet
and Bratfjellet by Rick and Wibe (1779b), respectively. Each observer set their
pendulum clock by observing corresponding elevations of the sun. They repeatedly
set oﬀ small charges of gunpowder on each of the mountain tops. These blasts were
observed visually by telescope from the other mountain. The time of a blast was read
oﬀ from both pendulum clocks, which had been set by independent astronomical
observations. The time diﬀerence thus represented the longitude diﬀerence between
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the two mountains. From the four best days of experiments they determined the
time diﬀerence to be 1m17.5s ± 0.4s (Rick 1780a). This corresponds to a polar
angle of 19′25′′ which is also the length of the corresponding arc on the equator.
Rick (1780a) derived a distance of 62187 Danish feet = 19513 m, using an azimuth
measured by Wibe. When including all observations, the distance was 62322 feet
= 19555 m. The standard deviation of the time diﬀerence implies a relative error
of 1:194, i.e. ±100 m. In February 1780 they also measured a veriﬁcation baseline
of 22560 feet = 7079 m on the frozen lake Storsjøen, using four pine rods of 4 m
length calibrated from a brass length standard. This baseline was connected to
surrounding mountains by triangulation with the geographical circles. The derived
distance for the primary baseline was found to be 62139 feet = 19497 m, well within
the error estimate of the astronomical timing.
A geodetic arc along the Swedish border
During the summer months each year between 1779 and 1784 Rick and Wibe
selected mountain tops and church towers as geodetic stations for an arc of triangles
from Kongsvinger fortress to the city of Trondheim (Fig. 2). The arc was bounded
to the east by the border to Sweden, and to the west by the longest river in Norway,
named Glomma. The triangulation measurements were made with the geographical
circles. On a number of sites they also determined the latitude from circum-meridian
observations of the sun or stars. These results were used for control purposes by
comparing geodetically computed latitudes to observed astronomical ones. As they
progressed northwards, veriﬁcation baselines were measured at wintertime on frozen
lakes. In January 1781 a 6 km baseline was measured on lake Osensjøen and in
March on lake Mjøsa (7 km) (Wibe 1781). Lake Femunden (7 km) was measured
in 1782 and the ﬁnal baseline was measured by Rick on lake Johnsvatnet near
Trondheim in 1785.
The surveying project had an annual budget of 1500 Rigsdaler (Rdlr). Rick
and Wibe had a salary of 300 Rdlr each, plus an equal amount in daily allowance
during ﬁeld operations. A small amount was used to hire temporary assistance.
The astrogeodetic operations thus required the majority of the budget (1400 Rdlr),
so map sketching in the ﬁeld did not keep up with the progress of the surveyors.
No map sketching was done in 1780 and 1782.
Astronomical observations
Except for baseline measurements in February 1780, Rick spent the ﬁrst win-
ter in Oslo, between November 1779 and May 1780. Wibe resided at Fredriksten
fortress in Halden from December 1779 till April 1780, close to the south end of
the Norwegian-Swedish border. Both were observing eclipses of Jupiter’s moons
and lunar occultations of stars to determine longitudes. Bugge observed in Copen-
hagen. Using only simultaneous observations (two immersions and one emersion
of Jupiter’s moons were observed at all three sites; Bugge 1784a, p. 93) longitude
diﬀerences were derived between Oslo and Copenhagen of 7m03s±24s, between Oslo
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Fig. 2. Map of southern Norway indicating the progress of triangulation along the border to
Sweden 1779–1784, along the west coast 1785–1795, along the east coast and Oslo Fjord 1796–
1799, and inland regions around Oslo 1805–1813. Astronomical sites are identiﬁed by a, those
with several years of observations by A. Baseline sites are identiﬁed by b
and Halden of 2m14s± 2s, and between Halden and Copenhagen of 4m49s± 24s. A
total of six simultaneous observations in Oslo and Copenhagen yielded an average
longitude diﬀerence of 7m13s ± 22s. Three observations in Oslo and Halden gave a
diﬀerence of 2m14s ± 2s, and seven observations in Halden and Copenhagen gave a
diﬀerence of 5m02s±29s, i.e. a misclosure of 3s (Bugge 1784a, Rick and Wibe 1780).
Several dozens circum-meridian observations of the sun and stars were made to
determine latitudes. For Oslo we derive ϕ = 59◦55′25′′±43′′ from 61 observations by
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Rick (1780a) made at a site close to the present location of the parliament complex.
Rick (1780b) lists the latitude of Fredriksten fortress as ϕ = 59◦06′37′′, but Bugge
(1781, 1784a, b) has ϕ = 59◦06′42′′.
Rick and Wibe spent part of the winter 1780/1781 in Copenhagen for detailed
discussions with Thomas Bugge. They concluded that separate winter quarters
should be avoided in the future since Rick and Wibe needed to compare notes
during the geodetic computations. Bugge also decided that the astronomical time
determinations (and thus the longitudes) should be improved. He ordered a transit
instrument from Johannes Ahl (Clasen and Stricker 1781) to replace the geograph-
ical circles for this purpose.
The winter 1781/1782 astronomical observations were made at Odderøya fortress
in Kristiansand, an important harbour in southern Norway (Bugge 1781). Lunar
occultations of Mars and λ Cancri, and an eclipse of Jupiter’s ﬁrst moon (Bugge
1784a, 1784b) were observed for the purpose of longitude determination. The lati-
tude was determined with geographical circles.
The winter 1782/1783 Rick and Wibe set up their astronomical observing station
south of the cathedral in Trondheim. The latitude was ϕ = 63◦25′47′′, which
compares nicely to previous observations in 1761 and 1769 at a nearby church by
Holm, Hell and Bugge (1784a). During three winters in Trondheim, Rick and Wibe
observed only a small number of lunar occultations for the determination of the
longitude. Jupiter remained close to the horizon so it was not until September 1784
that eclipses of Jupiter’s moons were observed in Trondheim.
A geodetic arc along the coast
The triangular arc along the Swedish border had reached Trondheim in the
autumn of 1784. A year earlier Rick and Wibe (1783) had suggested to Bugge
that the project should continue along the entire coast of Norway south of Trond-
heim. This would ensure a geodetic reference frame for future production of detailed
charts of the coast, obviously of great importance to shipping and ﬁsheries. If a
geodetic arc were to be extended via Bergen, Stavanger, Kristiansand, and Oslo
back to Kongsvinger, the closure would also allow estimates of the errors involved.
A committee (Huth, Bugge, and two sea captains) was appointed to address the
needs for coastal mapping. Its recommendations prompted a royal resolution that
the Norwegian coast with all its islands be surveyed from Trondheim southward to
Halden.
Trondheim was selected as the new fundamental point and an astronomical
observatory was established for accurate determination of its coordinates (Bugge
1785). A new transit instrument arrived in 1785 from instrument maker Ahl in
Copenhagen (Clasen and Stricker 1785a). It was permanently mounted on a sepa-
rate pillar and aligned with the local meridian. The following year the observatory
received a new pendulum clock (Clasen and Stricker 1785b, 1786). Astronomical
time keeping could then be made very eﬃciently in support of longitude determi-
nations from eclipses of Jupiter’s moons with the 7 feet Dollond refractor.
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Using Trondheim Cathedral as the new reference point, Rick and Wibe trian-
gulated to Kristiansund in 1785. In the autumn Rick left the observing team. He
married and settled in Oslo to administrate the Geographical Survey of Norway
(Rick et al. 1785, Wibe and Vibe 1785).
Wibe continued the triangulations to Molde in 1786. Since detailed map sketch-
ing continued in the border regions to Sweden, the budget came under considerable
pressure. Triangulation along the coast was temporarily halted in 1787. It was
resumed in 1788, when Ditlev Wibe’s younger brother Nils Andreas Vibe joined to
replace Rick. He had served for several years in the map sketching of the border re-
gions and had assisted his brother during astronomical observations in Trondheim.
Another temporary halt occurred in 1789 which led Ditlev Wibe to retire from the
project when he was appointed army commissioner in Trondheim. He continued
the astronomical observations there on a voluntary basis until 1791.
Between 1790 and 1799 lieutenants Nils Andreas Vibe and Benoni Aubert made
the new observing team. Both had been trained by Bugge in Copenhagen. They
continued southward and reached Bergen in 1791. They argued that a new reference
meridian was needed and operated a small observatory in Bergen between 1792 and
1794.
Triangulations were continued from Bergen to Kristiansand between 1792 and
1796, and were referred to the meridian of Bergen Cathedral. In 1795 new win-
ter quarters were set up in Kristiansand and an astronomical station was estab-
lished at Odderøya fortress where Rick and Wibe had observed during the win-
ter of 1781/1782. Two years of observations established reference coordinates for
Kristiansand Cathedral, which served for the remainder of the geodetic arc to Oslo
and Halden. A veriﬁcation baseline was also measured near Kristiansand (Seue
1878, p. 35). Between 1796 and 1799 Vibe and Aubert completed the remaining
part of the coast from Kristiansand to Oslo, with extensions to the east side of the
Oslo fjord, including Fredriksten fortress in Halden, where Ditlev Wibe hade made
astronomical observations in 1780.
The astro-geodetic observations were halted at the end of 1799. N A Vibe
and B Aubert returned to military service. All the resources of the Geographical
Survey of Norway were put into map sketching along the Swedish border and the
production of military maps for the next ﬁve years. Along the west coast, navy
lieutenant F C Grove continued the coastal mapping under the auspices of the
Danish Chart Archive.
Reorganization and a new focus
In 1804 the Ministry of Finance in Copenhagen proposed an economic survey of
Norway to establish a cadastre of agricultural properties. This challenged military
interests, history, and ownership to the results. General Huth initially opposed
the proposal, but accepted a compromise solution through reorganization into The
Joint Military and Economic Survey of Norway, under the auspices of the Ministry
of Finance. New areas of Norway were to be triangulated with the same methods
and instruments as before. Detailed map sketching would follow to identify property
borders, agricultural land, and area estimates for each property (for tax purposes).
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Fig. 3. A section of a map from the west coast of Norway (1793)
The staﬀ increased considerably and was funded by contributions from the Ministry
of Finance. The total budget quadrupled in 1805 and was ten times larger in 1806.
The military budget continued to fund triangulations at the same level as before,
which was 10% of the budget in 1806. After a temporary halt during the Napoleonic
wars 1807–1810, the budget increased even further.
The triangulations from 1805 to 1807 by captain H Gløersen and lieutenant
H L Juell covered areas on the east side of the Oslo Fjord and inland areas north
of Oslo. The endpoint of the coastal triangulation in 1799, Akershus fortress in
Oslo, was thus connected to Kongsvinger fortress where triangulation had started
in 1779. Lieutenant H J Wetlesen surveyed the west side of the Oslo Fjord. None
of these eﬀorts were supported by astronomical observations or new baselines.
When activities were resumed after the war, Benoni Aubert returned to Norway
as new director of the Survey in 1810. Captain J J Brock and lieutenant S S Collin
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Table I. Number of geodetic stations observed per year (total: 1824 stations)
Year 1779 1780 1781 1782 1783 1784 1785 1786 1788
# 21 85 70 62 57 114 132 62 63
Obs. RW RW RW RW RW RW RW W WV
Year 1790 1791 1792 1793 1794 1795 1796 1797 1798 1799
# 68 19 87 61 62 61 54 43 41 27
Obs. VA VA VA VA VA VA VA VA VA VA
Year 1805 1806 1807 1810 1811 1812 1813
# 61 111 50 78 52 92 191
Obs. G GJ GJWe JWe JWeBC JWeBC JBC
Notes: Observers are designated J J Rick (R), D Wibe (W), N A Vibe (V), B Aubert (A),
H Gløersen (G), H L Juell (J), H J Wetlesen (We), J J Brock (B), S S Collin (C)
were added to the observing team and further inland regions were triangulated.
Aubert (1814) analyzed all the observations and derived the geodetic longitude dif-
ference between Kongsvinger and Bergen by separately computing along the north-
ern and southern triangular arcs. The numbers agreed to within 9′′. The longitude
diﬀerence derived from astronomical observations fell within this range as well. In
1814 Denmark, which had supported Napoleon, was forced to hand over Norway
to Sweden as part of the war settlements. All oﬃcial business would subsequently
be administrated by the king and his government representatives in Stockholm. A
new national surveying plan was requested and required coordination with a similar
plan for Sweden. The Geographical Survey of Norway entered a new era.
Conclusions
The ﬁrst geodetic reference frame in Norway was initiated to meet military
mapping requirements for planning purposes and infrastructural development. It
employed methods developed by professor Thomas Bugge in Denmark and was
realized with state-of-the-art equipment from 1779. The surveyors were trained
at the Round Tower Observatory in Copenhagen, and their results were quality
controlled by Bugge. In 1785 the needs of shipping and ﬁsheries led to a major
extension of the triangulation eﬀort, to support mapping along the entire coast of
southern Norway. Several reference meridians were established through temporary
astronomical observatories. Scales were veriﬁed through measurement of several
baselines. This eﬀort continued till 1799, and the circle was closed by additional
triangulation during the following decade.
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